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30 Stars notes 2019/11/13 - Wed - thin shell; white

dwarf masses

30.1 thin shell instability continued

Previously argued that a thin shell will have constant pressure, set by surface gravity
and column depth. This leads to instability...

In the constant pressure limit (dP = 0), assuming s is a function of T and P , s(T, P ),
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where we have used the definition of cP = dQ/dT at constant pressure. So we have
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now we want to imagine purturbing the helium burning layer as a whole,
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(Note a small purturbation would be wiped out by diffusion, we need one the size of
the He shell) so we write that
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(second term is often called εcool You might think that you can just balance these two to
get a steady state, the problem is that such a balance is unstable!

We want to show this. Imagine you have a solution where εcool = ε3α, neglecting ρ
dependence (e.g. degenerate) we have
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this is unstable if ν > 4. Recall ν is a strong power at the temperatures we consider. Since
the helium birning has ν > 4 the helium burning shell is thermally unstable.

ν = 44/T8

(this temp is set by the base of the Hydrogen shell.)
See plot below with cyclic Helium burning, Ritossa et al. These flashes succeed in

mixing some of this stuff up to the surface of the star.
See also figures 24 and 26 from the first MESA instrument paper.
See also figures in Herwig 2005, ARA&A, 43, 435, particularly figure 3, as compared to
figure 26 in the MESA paper.
Should stare at these convection diagrams (Kippenhahn diagrams) for a while, as they are
complicated. Shows that the He burning covection zone and the outer H convection zone
(i.e. the giant star’s outer layers) – while the two convection zones never ”touch” or merge,
they do trade material by mixing into the same regions one after the other. This transports
burning products out to the surface.
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30.2 Why are the White dwarf masses so much lower than the
stars

The rate at which the C/O core grows in mass is set by the rate of hydrogen burning.
There is a luminosity- coremass relation,

L = 6.× 104L�(Mc − 0.5M�)

(weak dependence because the hydrogen burning is so hot that it has lost some of it’s
temperature sensativitiy) The characteristic time is

τ =
MC,O

ṀC,O

= 4× 106yrs

This happens very quickly. In order to get the mass down during this trip up the AGB,
one needs massive winds. These stars have these winds of 10−6M�/yr.

Just to consider, if there were no mass loss, the C/O core would grow until the H
envelope was exhausted. The intervention of the Chandrasekhar mass MCh = 1.4M� for a
white dwarf, at which point ρ increases until the C ignites. This might finally lead to an
explosion? some interesting questions here.
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Rather observations show that mass loss poceeds at Ṁ ' 10−6M�/yr and most of
the envelope is sent to infinity. Really just a coincidence that the mass loss is enough to
prevent the nova. ( So one needs to be careful at low metallicity since the mass loss depends
on metals.) We know there is dust formed in the photosphere. We think that the mass
loss is driven by radiative forces on dust grains in the photosphere. The dust grains can
change the opacity per gram (increaseing it), and then effectively change the Eddington
limit (decresing it).

So now, What kind of dust? All the C and O forms CO. Thus:
O > C implies that there is O leftover
C > O implies that C leftover so you get graphite
Studying the isotopic ratios of dust grains tells us that most of the dust in the ISM forms
in these AGB stellar winds. The hydrogen burning (with catalysts!) modifies this balance
of C verses O.

30.3 Initial-final mass functions

Can measure correspondence of initial (ZAMS) mass to final (WD) mass observationally.
Knowing the age of the cluster and the age of the white dwarf you can figure out what
mass star the white dwarf came from. This constraints how much mass was lost.

From 2010ApJ...717..183R, Renedo et al 2010, figure 2:

For M < 2M� end core He burning with M = 0.5M� cores. (all built up 0.45 helium
cores) Some added after that.

2M� < M – These basically have the same evolution as the lower mass case, BUT did
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not undergo the initial He core convergence. and so on average have smaller fractional C/O
core masses.

From 2014ApJ...782...17K Kalirai et al 2014 (they give it in terms of mass added on
the AGB, since models agree fairly well on the initial AGB core mass). Points are averages
inferred from observed clusters:

Earlier handout this time had number distribution of white dwarfs in mass. Most are
at 0.6M�. This is just that there are more 2M� stars than 6M� stars.
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